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SEPTEMBER 2016 

A MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT 

Welcome to the October issue of The Romsey Modeller. 

It’s been another busy month at the club to say the least. Not only have we attended 3 shows in the 
last 5 weeks (btw, the Yeovilton report will feature in the November issue), we’ve had two busy club 
nights and taken delivery of new club garments too.   

Behind the scenes the committee 
are normally working on 
something; at the moment we’re 
looking at the website, arranging 
things for our Telford visit and I’ve 
been considering our next group 
build, features for next year’s 
meetings and ways to improve our 
club even further. It’s non- stop 
frankly – I hope I can fit some 
modelling in soon! 

I write this just a few days after our 
visit to Bovington Tank Museum for 
Tank Mod. It’s fast becoming one of 
my highlights of the year’s shows, and handily replaces the fantastic Hendon show for me.  I love 
museum based shows – the addition of the real exhibits alongside miniature replicas is a perfect blend 
for the enthusiast modeller. Despite my leaning toward all things automotive, I do enjoy looking at 
armour and aircraft models as well as the seeing the real thing. Each year at Bovy, I always make a 
point of going to see the mightily impressive Tiger I and take time to gaze at the wonderful exhibits 
they have around the halls. We are very lucky to have so many fantastic museums to visit in this 
country.  

As November approaches, our attention will focus on Telford and of course the club’s annual 
competition. Earlier this year at the request of members at the AGM, I wrote a fresh set of guidelines 
for the annual contest, and where applicable, our others too. I’ve included these guidelines in this 
month’s issue, well ahead of the competition evenings ahead. Please ensure you take time to 
understand the contents, though, if you have any queries, please have a chat to Sean or myself.         

 Please enjoy the magazine. 

Paul 

Club President 
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CLUB NEWS  

CLUB POLO SHIRTS 

The new polo shirts and fleeces arrived earlier this month. The cost has risen a little since we last 
ordered polo shirts – this time around they are £20. The fleeces look good – sleeved versions are 
£32.00 and the sleeveless version, £28.00. 

If you’ve yet to collect your order, please see Steve at next week’s meeting with cash in hand.  If you 
didn’t order polo, but would like one, there are a number of spares on grey. 

  

This is the newsletter of Romsey Modellers a group of plastic modellers based in Southern Hampshire. 
We cater for all modelling genres and skill levels from beginners to well-seasoned gurus. 

We meet on the 1st and 3rd Wednesdays of the month from 8pm to 10pm in Ampfield, Hampshire, where 
we often run workshops and club competitions but more importantly have a good chat about our hobby. 
We also attend most of the local model shows, where we exhibit our member’s completed projects. 

We have an open door policy so if you want to  sample how we can help you get more out of your hobby 
or just come and have a friendly discussion (tea and biscuits provided) please feel free to turn up – see 
the last page for details or visit our web site 

www.romseymodellers.co.uk 

file:///C:/modelling/Newletter/December%202009/www.romseymodellers.co.uk
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SCALE MODELWORLD 2016 

This event happens over the weekend of 12/13th November, just over 30 days away! We’d like to 
continue the trend of having as many different clubs member’s models on the table, which has been 
very successful these past few years. We’ll need to organise contributed models as soon as we can, so 
we can generate new labels. 

If you’re interested in providing a model or two for display, please contact myself or Tony via email or 
Facebook, no later than the main October meeting. From there we will decide which models we’d like 
to take and inform the club members concerned. They must be free to bring their models to the early 
November meeting so we can hand them to the individual transporting them to Telford. Please ensure 
your model is in a suitable box or container that allows easy handling.  

LETTER TO THE EDITOR 

I am writing to you in the hope that you will pass this on to your members. 

With the blessing and support of IPMS, I’m in the process of putting together a new Special 
Interest Group – “Asian Air Arms”. Its aim is to attract those who are (or could become) 
interested in the air forces of Southern and Eastern Asia, since 1945. Twenty-six air forces in 
all will be covered, ranging from Mongolia to Sri Lanka, and from Afghanistan to Papua New 
Guinea. 

The core of the SIG will be an extensive website, provisionally bearing the address –
www.brianmgriffin1.wixsite.com/asianairarms 

It brings together several different websites to create a unique on-line resource for aircraft 
modellers. As I write, data is being added and it is nearing completion of Phase 1. Although 
still being “polished up”, the site is accessible to visitors right now – please check it out. (I 
would recommend good places to start would be Pakistan or Cambodia.) You will see that 
the pages feature: 

1. Lists of all aircraft used by each of 26 Asian air forces (plus some Naval, Army and 
Coast Guards); 

2. The kits that are available, in a variety of scales, to model each of these aircraft; 
3. Extensive colour schemes and photos of most aircraft used by these air arms; 
4. Highly-informative articles written by top aviation authors, such as Tom Cooper 

(e.g. Cambodian Air Wars); 
5. Video clips of a/c in action; 
6. Photos of members’ completed models; 
7. Links to highly recommended sites that further build on specific Asian air arms. 

“Asian Air Arms” will be revealed to the modelling world at Telford next month and can be 
found on our IPMS South Somerset club tables – please do come and have a chat, and see 
what an amazing variety of colour and aircraft types can be modelled: from Thai Navy AV-8A 
to Sri Lankan Kfir; from Malaysian A-400 to North Korean Su-7UMK, and so on. “Asian Air 
Arms” enables modellers to delve into a highly colourful and unexpected palette of colours 
and types – a welcome change from grey, grey and more grey! 

 The first display of the SIG “Asian Air Arms” – in its own right - will be early in the New Year. 
By this time the website will have completed Phase 2 of its growth and contain several most 

http://www.brianmgriffin1.wixsite.com/asianairarms
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useful additional features – as well having corrected the inevitable omissions/mistakes from 
Phase 1! 

We would ask, therefore, if you would be so good as to bring this to the attention of your 
fellow modellers and encourage them to visit the website; join up to the SIG (via the site); 
and/or come to meet us at Telford. Also tell them to look out for articles concerning “Asian 
Air Arms” in Scale Aircraft Modelling, Airfix Model World and the IPMS Magazine at the end 
of this month. 

Thanks for your attention, 

Kind regards, 

Brian Griffin 

Secretary – IPMS South Somerset 

PHOTO EVENING 

We had a superb turnout for the latest photo evening, held last month. I managed to photograph 14 
models in around 105 minutes, which given the technical issues I was having, was good. I have already 
passed the pictures to Tony for inclusion on the club website.  In the meantime, thank you to all that 
provided models, and here’s a sample of everyone’s work. 

 

Dave Pogson’s 1/35th Meng WWI Whippet - detailed weathering and clean paint help this model stand out. 
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Gray Sharpling’s Northrop YF-23 in 1/48th. The great soft edge camo is just one of the excellent 

features on this model. 

 

 

Luke Hayes’s Za Zdorovje diorama – very realistic groundwork 
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Malcolm Grant’s 1/35th Jagdpanzer. If you don’t look close enough, you’ll miss all of the subtle weathering 
and detail painting. 

 

 

Richard Stewart’s gorgeous 1/32nd Mk9 Spitfire from Tamiya. An impressive kit with restrained weathering. 
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HELPING OUT THE GURKHA MUSEUM 
BY TONY ADAMS 

In August I was contacted by the Gurkha Museum in Winchester to inquire if we could help repair one 
of their dioramas. The dioramas depicted a helicopter air lift during the Borneo campaign in the mid-
60s. A central character in the diorama, a Wessex HS2 had been damaged and consequently had been 
removed from the case – after three years it was still AWOL.  

I agreed to take a look and Paul kindly picked it up from the Museum and delivered it to me. 

The model was in 1/35, the genius of which is still unclear (possibly Matchbox). The model itself was 
probably 25 years old and was built to a reasonable standard for the time. My brief was just to repair 
it, not to renovate and update the paint work. 

After giving the model a good clean with soapy water, the first task was to repair the main rotor, which 
had lost a blade and become detached from the model. The rotor blade was pinned and glued, an easy 
fix. I glued a short piece of brass rod in the centre of the rotor hub and found and cuts some 
corresponding diameter tube which I attached to the fuselage. This allowed the rotor to be removed 
and provided a robust mount for the rotor. 

  
The damaged rotor 

 
The blade was pinned and glued and a brass pin 

glued into the centre of the hub 

  
Brass tube glued to receive the pin Completed repair 
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The mount for the model was via a metal post 
coming out from the side of the model and soldered 
to a mount mounted underneath. When held in this 
position the model was completely unstable, I 
couldn’t see how this could work. The only way I 
could see this working was if the post ran vertically 
below the model. I unsoldered the connection and 
resoldered the post. Now the model sat happy. 
When the model was restored to its diorama, a hole 
was found for the post underneath the model so my 
hunch was correct, how it go rearranged and 
soldered in the previous position is a mystery. 

The final task was to create a tail rotor, which had been lost. The other helicopters in the diorama had 
disks representing a spinning rotor, I was asked to do the same. 

  

A disk of clear plastic was cut out with my compass 
cutter and scored to represent blade movement. 

References showed the tail rotor to behave a red tip 
with white stripe, I airbrushed this lightly onto the 

disk 

  

The blades were lightly painted in place The final tail rotor  , just about passable  
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After about a month 
Paul returned to the 
museum with the 
repaired model and it 
was placed back into 
the diorama. The 
museum are delighted 
that the diorama has 
been restored, 
particularly as it had 
been without the 
Wessex for 3 years. 
These photos are 
courtesy of the 
museum’s collection 
officer, Eli Dawson. 

 

 

 

 

The restored diorama 
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IPMS FARNBOROUGH ‘MODELFEST’ 24TH SEPTEMBER 2016 
BY PAUL ADAMS 

I hadn’t been to this show for around 5 years, and as it was some time since I’ve been to it, I thought 
it would make a welcome change. The show is held at a local college, and is a good venue, with ample 
parking and just a short walk to the hall and table as a result. Tony and I arrived in good time to find 
our pitch – unfortunately opposite a trader in the sports hall part of the college. This would prove to 
be an issue all day. 

With plenty of members on hand, we had our usual varied display, with Richard’s huge Nimitz taking 
centre stage. The depth of the table appeared a little less than I was used to, so we had some models 
at the front edge of the table. Not ideal and as we hadn’t brought the guards along, this proved a 
mistake in hindsight.  We had our normal 12 foot, single depth table. Whilst that doesn’t offer a huge 
amount of space for display, we did manage one of the best in the show. 

The show opened at 10:00 and the place was immediately swamped with visitors. The show is well 
advertised and promoted, and is a regular fixture for many modellers each year. Attention was quickly 
drawn to Richard’s carrier and Tony’s brace of Shackleton’s and opposite us, Little Cars was doing brisk 
trade. Unfortunately, this meant a large number of visitors in a small space, and with room scarce 
behind the table, we found ourselves standing in front of it too. I witnessed several near misses with 
the bike models as children and adults competed for space to see our display. After lunch (an excellent 
burger van was on hand), I returned to find one of my bikes damaged….  

The show offers plenty to see, with many clubs and quality traders on hand. Some of the members 
collected a few bargains, I simply settled for some Tamiya tape and glue. I did of course forget to buy 
some new scalpel blades! There were many  notable models on show – some amazing creations from 
the UK Card Model Group caught my eye and the most expensive model in the show, Brian Boot’s 
£700 Model factory Hiro Alfa 159M 1/12th Formula 1 car. Even at 81 years of age, Brian still possesses 
immense skill and enthusiasm for the hobby.  The show concluded at 4:00pm, and with some deftly 
precise packing up, we were on the road just after 4:30pm.    

I can’t say I enjoyed this show – with the space problems we had and the ‘threat’ of models being 
damaged I was unable to settle for most of the day. The guards will be a must from now on for this 
event if we are to relax and take more from it. The Farnborough club put on a well organised show, 
and clearly a lot of effort goes into its success, however, it’s a shame that, for me personally, my day 
was somewhat spoilt by these issues.   

  

The tight confines of the hall meant space was at a premium – the visitors with their backs to the table are 
looking at the Little Cars trade stand. With folks looking at the trade stand, access was difficult at busier 

times.  

Some images from the IPMS Farnborough Show….Tony’s Shackleton’s were very popular, as was 
Dave’s Whippet. Seen elsewhere, a number of Bandai’s superb Star wars models were on show, 
including this speeder bike. An amazing Sherman built from card…A nice 1/700th carrier and an 
excellent Spitfire MK1 seen on the Southampton club stand. Brain Boots beautifully built 1/12th Alfa 
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and an Airfix Meteor. We can also see Luke’s new Dio, a lovely Mini Copper from the Southampton 
club again, a nice Vampire in 1/48th and finally, another card model – amazing standard. 
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A WIFE'S ADVICE  
BY NANCY HALL 

1) How to prepare for a show 
2) Make sure you check your models for cleanliness 
3) Drive carefully to venue, avoid tight turning or sudden braking. 
4) Find out where your place is. 
5) Make sure table is secure, give it a shake if needed. 
6) Find refreshments and sample them. 
7) Go and check table again ( this is vital as others might have swapped your table for inferior 

one) 
8) When satisfied unload models and lay them in front of table. 
9) Check table again. (Might be overkill but remember. This table needs to hold your babies) 
10) Lay models (aka babies) on the table. 
11) Do not let anyone touch the table and keep all feet under your chair. 
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BOVINGTON ’TANK MOD’ 8TH OCTOBER 2016 
BY PAUL ADAMS 

 2016 marks the third time The Tank Museum have 
staged a model show in recent times. Since its 
inception, the organisers have worked to improve 
the event, and this year’s proved to be a great 
success.  More clubs and traders were on hand, 
though more spread out throughout the museum, 
meant it felt quieter. This, for me, makes the day 
very relaxing, and indeed from the moment we 
parked up, everything went very smoothly.  

Our pitch this year was in the Churchill Room, just 
across from the ‘Fury’ exhibit. We had power, comfy chairs and carpet! The proximity to one of the 
museums most popular exhibits proved welcome for us as we had no shortage of visitors to the table, 
even as we were packing up! Our 12 foot table was adorned with Russell and Stuart’s armour and Sci-
Fi subjects, Tony’s excellent aircraft, a few of my bikes and cars, Luke’s ever popular diorama’s and 
club newcomer, Mark, brought two of his new armour models and a nice FW190 too. With guards and 
lights in place the table looked very professional.  

 

We were set up 30 minutes before opening allowing enough time to fetch breakfast and a coffee 
before the day really began.  In the room with us was Kevin Peart, the West Berks car guys and Peter 
from MAN Models which made shopping a very easy trip!  

From the opening, we had more than enough visitors through the room and with plenty of members 
to hand it made time away from the table very easy. With space around the tables, it was no problem 
accessing the models for photography or stopping for a chat with old friends. As you would imagine, 
there was a prevalence of armour on display and not just from the museum! Tables were packed with 
fine examples of modelling including some cracking stuff on the Salisbury table, the usual brilliant 
Thunderbirds Sci-Fi from the Farnborough team and great armour on the Coventry and Warwickshire 
table. Displaying too were the 1/6th armour guys complete with our own Simon Manning and his 
incredible King Tiger.  
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Shopping proved a popular pastime with club members; Bargain of the day went to Tony’s 1/32 Revell 
Heinkel, part started with £30’s of etch….all for just a tenner. The cockpit had been assembled using 
additional etch, and so nicely painted was it, Tony can just fit it into the model!!  Despite looking 
intensely, I had no luck finding the scalpel blades I wanted! Onto Yeovilton then…. 

I had time too for a glance at the full size stuff in the museum, with of course a look at the amazing 
Tiger 1, the other huge German armour examples, the superb WWI section and a little look at some 
modern armour too.  I’ve yet still to visit the preservation hall though.  

 An excellent model show, a great day with the club members and well, what a venue!             
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An amazing array of models at Bovy; ‘Fury’ after the shootout, 1/48th Lanc, Stuart Bowden’s T55, 
Fireflash on the Farnborough stand, 1/32nd bi-plane, 1/9th Triumph, 1/72 highly detailed Torpedo boat, 
Photo-etch Zeppelin, Mark Husband’s Matador, Russell Eden’s excellent sci-fi bike, Tony’s Whitley, 
1/32nd Corsair, T55 Enigma, 1’24th fuel truck, Arabian soldier by Kevin Peart and a `1/48th Se5a  
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2016 ANNUAL COMPETITION GENERAL GUIDELINES AND CLASS DEFINITIONS 

PURPOSE 

This document has been created to provide club members with the necessary information in order 
that they may successfully enter a model into the annual competition. These guidelines are not set in 
stone and maybe revised periodically to ensure they are fit for purpose. 

SCOPE 

These guidelines are written with the intent that they are applied to the Annual Competition only. 
However, they may, at the discretion of the Competition Secretary, be used for any other competition 
the club holds.    

GENERAL GUIDELINES  

 Entries must be the work of a regular club member who has attended at least 4 club meetings 
during the previous 12 months. 

 Eligible models are those that have not previously placed 1st, 2nd or 3rd in class or overall in 
the John Cox Memorial Trophy at a previous annual competition. Winners or those that have 
placed (or been entered) in any other competition run by the club are eligible. 

 Models are entered at the owner’s risk. 

 Once a model has had its entry slip completed it may not be moved to another eligible class 
without consent from the Competition Secretary. 

 Models that have won in class must be physically available for judging in the John Cox 
Memorial Trophy. 

 Models must not be converted pre built die-cast or radio controlled. Static display models with 
moving features or lights are permitted.  Models that have white metal parts, particularly in 
the case of figures, will be permitted. 

 Entrants are not permitted to vote for their own entry. 

CLASSES FOR THE ANNUAL COMPETITION 

  

 Aircraft 1/72 scale or below 

 Aircraft above 1/72 scale 

 Military vehicles 

 Figures 

 Civilian vehicles 

 Ships 

 Dioramas 

 Sci-Fi, Fantasy or Real Space 

 Miscellaneous 

CLASS DEFINITIONS 

Aircraft 1/72 scale or below   Defined as a real military or civilian propeller, or jet driven vehicle 
designed for flight. The class may also include gliders and helicopters. Real aircraft with fictional paint 
schemes are permitted.  

Aircraft above 1/72 scale   Defined as a real military or civilian propeller, or jet driven vehicle designed 
for flight. The class may also include gliders and helicopters. Real aircraft with fictional paint schemes 
are permitted.  
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Military vehicles   Defined as a wheel or tracked vehicle designed for military use. The class includes 
soft skin vehicles, towed, self-propelled artillery equipment and includes missile launchers. Civilian 
vehicles seconded for military use are permitted.  Any scale. 

Figures   Defined as a real military, historical or civilian figure or bust. Any scale. 

Civilian vehicles   Defined as real, wheeled or tracked vehicles, designed primarily for civilian use. This 
class also includes railway locos and rolling stock. Real vehicles with fictional paint schemes are 
permitted. Any scale.  

Ships   Defined as real, military or civilian vessels that are primarily designed for water borne use. This 
class also includes hovercraft and man powered vessels. Any scale. 

Dioramas   Defined as two items or more (not necessarily from the same class) on a scenic base, with 
or without figures that conveys a specific real theme or real event. Any scale.   

Sci-Fi, Fantasy or Real Space   Defined as conceptual ground based vehicles, waterborne vessels, 
aircraft (designed for spaceflight too), figures, busts, characters, droids or aliens from science fiction 
or other fantasy genre. Real space is defined as real vehicles or craft primarily designed for space flight 
or use. Any scale.  

Miscellaneous   This class is for any other model not covered in the previous 8 classes (for instance – 
Prehistoric animals) but will also be used for a class with two or less entries, and combined with entries 
from other classes with two or less entries unless that action does not increase the amount of entries.   

DONATION TO SIMON SAYS 
BY TONY ADAMS 

At our August club meeting we presented a cheque for £150 to Simon Says, the charity we supported 
at our show. Brian Adams (my father) gratefully received the cheque on behalf of the charity and gave 
us a brief talk on their work in supporting family’s that are affected by a bereavement. Hopefully we 
can continue to support the charity in the coming years.  

Confession - I thought I had accidently deleted the photo- only for it to turn up in an obscure place on 
my laptop.  

 

Mr Adams presents the cheque to Mr Adams (no relation) of Simon Says.  
Photo taken by Mr Adams (relation to Mr Adams (not Mr Adams)) 
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SAME SHACKLETON DIFFERENT SKIN (PART 3) 
BY TONY ADAMS 

 

I covered the painting of the two Shackleton’s in last month’s magazine, which was a great relief after 
4 months of slog, but there was still SOOOO much to do.   

Before I got on I had to repair the door on the Revell Shack that I had accidently pushed in while 
handling the model. This proved more difficult than it first appeared as the glue joint was on the inside 
and there was nothing to hold the door in place while the glue dried. After scratching my head for 
some time I drilled a small hole in the door near the door catch through which I threaded a copper 
wire. By pulling on the wire I could hold the door in place, after several attempts and a lot of swearing 
I managed it. 

  

With painting complete, it felt I was on the home straight 
Maybe… 

Regluing the rear door that I had accidently pushed in was a 
challenge 

Once a good coat of Klear had been applied to both models it was time to start decaling. For the Airfix 
this was straight forward as I was using the kit scheme for WR963 , it just took a long time as there are 
so many stencils. The Revell was a little more difficult as there wasn’t decals available for WR963 in 
AEW2 scheme. 
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WR963 in AEW2 guise , somewhere on the Northern approaches Dougal on AEW2 WR960 

I found some photos on the web which helped , among the kit decals and two Xtradecal sheets 
(X72235, X72237) I managed to find enough decals for most of the serial numbers. 

The AEW2 aircraft were named after Magic Roundabout characters, WR963 was named Ermintrude. I 
found a number of shots of different aircraft with the 
character on the port side under the cockpit. However I 
couldn’t find a similar shot if WR963 to confirm that 
Ermintrude was indeed there or what it looked like. 
Assuming that I would have been unusual not to have 
existed when all the other 
aircraft had a character, I set 
about making a decal. I found 
a ropey picture of all the 
magic roundabout 
characters from which I 

extracted Emerintude via Photoshop. After tidying up I printed it in 
various sizes onto transparent decal sheet , which was given a coat of 
Klear to seal the ink. The decal that seemed about the right size was 
applied. 

I tried to make decals for the “63” serial that appears on the tail, however as they have a white 
surround they required to be printed on white decal sheet and carefully cut out to provide the white 
border. Try as I might I couldn’t get them neat , so I left them off ( Note I have now got some 
aftermarket decals for this , but I have yet to get around to applying them. I will do this for Telford 
otherwise I no doubt will have to fight off bands of rivet counters).  

  

Applying the walkway lines on the AEW2 took a steady hand All decals on – only took 4 days! 
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BLOODY PROPELLERS 

One task I wasn’t looking forward to was painting the 16 sets of propellers, that’s 48 prop blade tips I 
had to mask and paint! 

  

The AEW2 props were first sprayed white (Tamiya fine white 
primer ) before being masked and the tips sprayed red 

The MR2 tips were sprayed yellow , masked and then X-18 
semi glos black was applied 

  
The prop spinners were black based before being sprayed with 

their respective colour 
Completed AEW props 

 

  
Completed MR2  props 

 
 
 

I had tacked the front engine cowlings onto the frame to 
ensure that their paint matched the rest of the cowlings. 

Therese were popped off and the propellers fitted before being 
reattached. Fortunately no filler was needed. 
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The undercarriage was assembled without drama, I had purchased a set of resin wheels for the AEW2 
as the Revel ones were both miss moulded. 

  

The Revell wheel were terribly moulded, this must have been a 
tool fault as they were the same on two sprues. 

 
 

 

They were replaced with resin ones, here I have painted all the 
wheels gloss black ready to receive Alclad Aluminium on the 

wheel hubs. This was then masked and the tyres sprayed Tyre 
Black 

 
Both models were sprayed with Flory Dark wash 

 
When dry this was wiped off with a damp cloth , this highlights 

the panel lines and all those rivets on the AEW2 

It was now time for one of my favourite modelling 
activities, removing the masks. The MR2 
proceeded without a hitch, but on removing the 
mask from the starboard side windows of the 
AEW2 the glue gave way and the window panel 
fell into the model (cue some very bad language). 
I tried to fish it out but there was no way, so for 
now the windows on that side are open and there 
is plenty of fresh air flowing around the cabin. 

 

 

  

FINISHING OFF 

The gun turret for the MR2 was completed and put in place along with the forward cannons which are 
highly venerable to damage. My reference photos showed some antennas that were missing on the 
AEW2 which I cut and shaped from plasticard. The engine exhausts were painted and located, I 
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decided not to spray any heavy exhaust staining which I would normally expect on old prop aircraft as 
I could not see any in the photos I had. Aeiral lines were added with black elastic thread. 

Up to this point I hadn’t glue on the wings, due to lack of space on my work bench. I had intended to 
do this on completion but decided not to , in order to make the models easier to transport.  

CONCLUSION 

Everybody has asked me which kit is the better, after all it’s what I originally set out to find. The answer 
is difficult, both proved troublesome and suffered from moulding faults that really should be present 
in a modern kit. The interior detail on the Airfix is much better – but you can’t see very much, so this 
is only of use if you do a cut away. The surface detail on the Revell looks great, but I’m not sure it’s 
realistic in scale, so the Airfix model may be more realistic despite it being visually less appealing.  

  

Real AEW2 – it’s difficult to see the rivets A bit too rivetty ? 

All in all it’s difficult to choose a winner on the basis of the kits. I prefer MY MR2 (Airfix) because I like 
the paint scheme better than the overall grey of the AEW2. Whether a Revell MR2 in the same scheme 
would look better I will never know because even if they release it , there is no way I’m building 
another Shackleton EVER…. 

PHOTOS  

Thank you Paul Adams for these shots from our recent photo shoot 
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MARK IV TANK -CLUB BUILD  
BY LUKE HAYES 

BASE ADDITION 

The club build had started to take shape and after convincing the group project manager little Monty 
“Malcom” that a smaller more compact diorama would be better, a small group of the club started to 
pull resources and take on tasks. 

I took on the daunting task of building the groundwork for the diorama. 

The group settled the idea of using the figures by Masterbox models that Dave Pogson sourced. The 
idea is to use a couple of the walking Tommy’s escorting a Jerry to the rear of the lines that have had 
to stop and wait for a tank on its way to its staging area to make its turn off the road way  

It was decided that the tank would by angled and climbing the embankment to add a bit of height to 
the diorama. On the top of this bank would be grassland with a sprinkling of poppies plus a barbwire 

fence that the 
tank would be 
about to break 
down. 

With the planning 
finished Karl 

Scammell 
managed to 
source some blue 
foam to use for 
the base of the 
ground work 
without adding to 
much weight to 
the finished item 

We made a 
template out of card for the shape of the base to be cut out of MDF  

I used this to mark out the shape on the MDF and once jigsawed, this was routed to give a nicer edge 
the wooden base. It was bought to a club night along with my hot wire cutter for members to have a 
play at how easy it is to clean and cut the foam  

It’s safe to say that some members found this not as easy as others!! 

After showing the group how the foam would be marked and cut out it was time to have a couple of 
practice runs on some scraps I had bought along with me 

Little Monty then had a go at cutting the final shape out. It was agreed that this was more of a rough 
cut, as Malcom had been distracted when cutting, I tidied it up.  

The base and foam was then was keyed to provide a good surface for the glue to stick to. PVA was 
then applied by hand, the foam was offered up to the base, clamped into position and left to dry 
overnight 
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Once dry, the foam was given 
a good coat of plaster with 
pigment in it to seal it, over 
this went PVA . With this dry a 
sheet of black plasicard was 
cut to form the surround of 
the foam. The A3 sheet was 
cut to size after fitting it to the 
base with guerrilla glue, then 
another coat of plaster was 
added, this time with fine sand 
added to it. The tank was then 
placed into it to form the track 

marks of the tanks weight pushing on the ground, the turning marks were added at the same time. 
This was left to dry before it was given a coat of black Tamiya paint to give a base coat and double as 
a present shadow 
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With this coat dry, XF52 flat earth was misted over the bank part of the base followed by a coat of XF72 JGSDF Brown 
which was added to the bank and the track marks. 

Pigment was then 
brushed on to the track 
area to give the 
impression that the 
topsoil had been 
crushed and moved 

With this groundwork 
colouring complete it 
was time to move on to 
the tank that was fresh 
back from Andy who 
had painted it for the 
group. To this I added a 
wash of AK 2073 sand 

and desert camouflage to provide some changes to the general tone, this was also used to add wet 
areas to the bottom of the tank 

With this dry, I now added two coats of pin wash to every rivet of the beast and that took some time 
having to do it one by one. For this I used Tamiya’s panel line accent colour black, this is a very thin 
paint with its own brush fitted to the bottle, I have only found this for sale in Japan  
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HMS COSSACK ROYAL NAVY TRIBAL CLASS FLEET DESTROYER (1940)  
BY MARK HUSBAND 

INTRODUCTION 

Being a new member to the Romsey Club, I am pleased to submit a short article that I hope some of 
the members might find interesting. My earliest attempts at building models started about 1974 with 
the Airfix range of 1/600 warships. Sometime later I acquired a basic radio control system and set 
about installing it into a scratch built warship made out of Balsa wood, the hull being sealed with tissue 
and dope just like you might do with a model aircraft back in those days. We always seem to be 
learning in this hobby and in those early days things were no different as I can still see it now as an 
occasional model slipped beneath the surface of the local reservoir never to be seen again! Fast 
forward over 40 years and I find myself retired from the radio control scene and now a modeller who 
builds static aircraft in 1/48th and occasionally armour in 1/35th This article sets out to cover one of 
the few radio controlled warships still left in my collection, one that after sailing at many events and 
attending countless shows between 1994 - 2008 managed to survive everything.   

A BRIEF HISTORY OF THE TRIBAL CLASS 

 The Tribals were quite possibly the most famous class of Royal Navy Destroyer to see active service 
during World War Two. HMS Cossack was the second of the 16 British Tribal class to enter service prior 
to the outbreak of the Second World War. Launched and completed by Vickers Armstrong in 1938 she 
had a distinguished wartime service career and like many of her famous sisters was subsequently hard 
pressed into many theatres of wartime operations  

These powerful British Destroyers were striking in appearance, with their clipper bow and graceful 
lines they placed the emphasis on firepower and as such carried a main armament of 8 x 4.7 inch guns 
in four twin Admiralty Mk 19 high angle mountings. In addition Cossack carried 4 x 21inch torpedoes 
and an initial close in light anti-aircraft defence consisting of a quadruple 2pdr pom pom plus eight 
Vickers 0.5inch calibre machine guns.  

The installation of twin Parsons geared turbines produced an impressive output of 48,000 SHP and as 
a result these destroyers could attain speeds of up to 36 knots in light displacement and favourable 
seagoing conditions. 

 

Cossack about to get underway / Eastleigh regatta 2007 
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HMS COSSACK THE MODEL 

The model is shown as she appeared as the leader of the 4th Home Fleet Destroyer Flotilla based at 
Scapa Flow in the winter of 1940. The model was built back in 1994 and is based on a 1/96th scale 
Deans Marine kit. 

Built as a fully working model incorporating radio control systems this model is still in full working 
order over 20 years later - albeit the radio control systems installed are somewhat dated compared to 
what’s available nowadays.   

ENGINE ROOM OF THE MODEL 

7 channel 40Mhz Fleet radio is installed comprising of an internal radio receiver which is wired into 
twin 6 volt electric drive motors each one being fully independent of the other in its control via two 
electronic Hi-tec 6 volt speed controllers. These controllers provide a fully proportional and responsive 
throttle by way of a progressive shifting range in speed from standing still right up to full power ahead 
and astern. The electric motors are both 5 pole configuration which provide for a smooth drive via 
universal couplings onto the two stainless steel propeller shafts each shaft having a separate oil 
lubrication feed for a set of enclosed floating brass bearings. Propellers are British world war two 
pattern brass 3 bladed and 26mm in diameter. The main drive power is supplied by a 6 volt 4 amp 
hour gel cell battery which also powers a small working Aldis lamp on the starboard bridge wing. For 
further effect audible Morse signalling can be switched on to work in conjunction with the Aldis lamp. 
A separate Futaba servo with a connecting steel pushrod provides the steering linkage to the rudder. 
At the scale of 1/96th the hull measures 48 inches in length and when fully laden on the water for 
sailing the model weighs in at over 13Ib. 

In 1999 the model was subject to a major internal refit that included new propeller shafts and 
bearings. The electric motors were carefully overhauled, rewired and refitted. A new rudder was 
fabricated and the steering linkage was replaced including the steering servo unit. As a working model 
she was finally retired off the water in 2008 after a long and active life having attended many model 
shows and sailing regattas in and around the South of England. 

 

Cossack working up to a scale 36 knots! / Eastleigh regatta 2007 
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MINIATURE WONDERLAND – HAMBURG 2016 
BY RUSSELL EDEN  

On our recent trip to Germany highest on our list of attractions was Miniature Wonderland. I have 
wanted to go for years. Even Tascha was excited… She does like a good diorama! 

After checking their website I ordered tickets in advance and picked a time a date – a good idea, if 
slightly complicated, as it does get packed. I booked for 9:30am – not too much drinking the night 
before then… 

We arrived, showed our tickets and started exploring. On level 1 before you get to the main event 
there are numerous dioramas showing Hamburg and Berlin throughout the ages. The audio guide is 
in German but there is English text on the screens above each scene. 

 

Medieval Hamburg 

 

The Berlin wall coming down 
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Next is level 2 and you start in the new Italian area – sadly we were a week early and it was not up and 
running but it did look spectacular. You then venture past the workshops – wow – even they are great 
– I could work there! 

 

Nice Workshop! 

 

The new Italian area 

Level 3 is where the main event starts – first into the Swiss region with mountains and trains at 
numerous levels. The attention to detail is amazing. From here you venture through Austria, Bavaria, 
Knuffingen(?), then into middle Germany. Here there is also a control area where you can watch the 
running of Miniature Wonderland. There are so many scenes to stare at it is hard to know where to 
look. The newer areas not only have running trains but lorries, trucks and buses all drive around on 
different routes. Every inch has been thought about and there are so many hidden things to see a 
return visit, or several, would be needed to try and see it all. 
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Switzerland 

After Middle Germany the main attraction appears – Hamburg – including the airport with planes that 
taxi, take off and land – amazing work. 

 

Hamburg Airport 

Every 15 – 20 minutes the lights dim and the whole of Miniature Wonderland is lit up – thousands of 
LEDs needed for this. In the American section Las Vegas looks absolutely stunning. 
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Las Vegas at night 

Lastly is Scandinavia with big water filled fjords. Sadly the ships weren’t running on the day we were 
there but even so they were spectacular. 

 

The Fjords of Scandanavia 
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After all the excitement it is back 
downstairs to the shop and 
restaurant – so many things to 
buy… 

To roundup this has got to be one 
of the few places I would quite 
happily go back to again and again 
as you will never spot everything 
there and they keep updating and 
adding more – a UK section is on 
the cards. Everywhere you look 
there is something to see – in the 

stairs, in the floor, even in the toilets! There are also numerous oddities to spot – I found an elephant 
pulling a roller! 

It does get crowded so go early – next time we will arrive 
when it opens. We were so inspired we have considered 
building a layout in our summer house – stay tuned! 

For more information and to astounded check out their 
YouTube channel –  

https://www.youtube.com/user/MiWuLaTV 

  

 

Where is Bond when you need him? 

https://www.youtube.com/user/MiWuLaTV
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CLUB DIARY 2015/2016 

2016 

October 19th  Late Club Night   

November  2nd 
November 16th  

Early Club Night 
Annual Competition 

November 12th/13th 
November 20th 

November 27th 

Scale ModelWorld 2016 
Middle Wallop Show  
Bugle Call 

December 7th 
December 21st  

Early Club Night 
Xmas Night 

  

Next Meeting: Wednesday October 21st         (8pm to 10pm) 

CONTACT INFO 

Web Site wwww.romseymodellers.co.uk  email info@romseymodellers.co.uk 

Club President   Paul Adams 
Club Secretary   Tony Adams Tel: 01794 519153 
Magazine Editor Tony Adams Tel: 07736555664  email: tony@romseymodellers.co.uk 
Treasurer  Steve Edwards 
Competition Secretary   Sean Summers  

Thank you to this month’s contributors to this publication 

Tony Adams 
Paul Adams 
Russell Eden 
Nancy Hall 

Luke Hayes 
Richard Stewart 
Mark Husband 

FINDING US 

Ampfield Village 
Hall 
Morleys Lane 
Romsey 
Hampshire 
SO51 9BJ 

 

  

Articles and news are always welcome for inclusion in this magazine. Note all views and information 
thus expressed are solely those of the author(s) and do not necessarily represent the views of the 
editor or the club as a whole. Copyright: Romsey Modellers 2016 
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